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Rab vapour rise guide jacket

Note Main title My message Close main title My message Close main title My message Close if you need a winter soft-shell and the weight is not a problem, this is the one indicated. Well designed and well-made Pros Exceptional adjustable, compatible helmet and adjustable hood with moldable wire
wing Excellent breathability and moisture absorption capacity Great worn by itself. But even better as an average winter layer if the weather becomes unpleasant. 5 large pockets A little longer than the average length of the torso provides adequate coverage and prevents you from climbing a lot with Metal
bidirectional zipper has occasionally hooked an excess of gridded fleece lining material that may get trapped in the main zipper Depending on the Activity and weather can be too heavy and warm to use from spring to autumn Very light noticeable stacking in the lightest but would improve its durability
Purchased my first last fall (2016) in XL size and in the striking red color. Rab claims this jacket is a regular fit. I ordered my usual XL size, which for me (which is from the construction of the rugby player) is a little long on my arms and a little tight around my bulky torso - Rab tend to make Softshell jackets
that can be quite long on the sleeves and shape that fit in the body these days. What can be ideal for people with the arms and proportions of an orangutan(?!) However. The length of the jacket gives some extra protection below the waist and means it won't go up as easily every time it arrives or
stretches. I have used it several times since camping, walking and scrambling north, even during the coldest periods last autumn and winter (2017/18). My own experiences have only confirmed the experiences and testimonies of others related to the incredible breathability of Pertex Balance and moisture
absorption capabilities. Large sections of stronger DWS Matrix material are used on the hood, shoulders and outer side of the sleeves. Areas that are expected to take more punishment and carry more weight from things like backpack straps, etc. When used as an exterior over the base layers and
possibly lighter half layers the combination of the two fabrics offers reasonable protection against light drizzle and breeze, but somewhat less than protecting it from the wetter and windiest climate (when a hard shell may be needed). It's still impressive, and perhaps a little weird, how the Steam Elevation
Guide can keep me feeling relatively dry and comfortable inside. Even after Pertex facial tissue has begun to get wet in some places when it is wet and drizzle conditions. In my experience, the soft-shell of the Steam Elevation Guide seems to perform better during cold and fairly dry conditions, as long as
one is not standing by As I can start to feel sensably cooler after a time spent idling around the camp, for example. An unavoidable side effect of the incredibly breathable and moisture-absorbing capabilities of pertex Equilibrium material without a doubt. When used as a medium layer under a feather
jacket or hard shell its moisture absorption ability seems to enter its own, and has prevented me from becoming too hot and humid for longer periods of physical activity in wet or icy conditions. The adjustable, high-grip, helmet-compatible hood design is one of the best I've ever seen in any hard or soft
case and, when tightened, effectively minimizes wind and rain inlet. When not in use, the hood can be rolled up and stored with a velcro flap on the back of the neck/hood. I love feature counting. Five large pockets - 2 hand pockets compatible with A-line harness, 2 zippered inner pockets, 1 large chest
pocket - to store: batteries, binoculars, compass, gloves, GPS, hat, heads, maps, mobile phone, snacks, etc. The two-way main zipper allows easier access to bib or trouser pockets, as well as offering another option for ventilation without having to unzip the jacket completely. And it's a very welcome
feature for when I'm answering nature's call. I have encountered some small drawbacks when wearing the Vapour Rise Guide jacket though. The bidirectional main zipper could be more robust. I have had to be very careful when compressing upwards as it has become uncomfortable a couple of times.
And the 2 harness-compatible A-line hand pockets could be placed an inch or more, as backpack or climbing harnesses can restrict access to the bottom of the hand pocket zippers and internal storage. There have also been some slight signs of stacking or rubbing, where my backpack harness and
straps would have been pressing and rubbing against lighter Pertex Equilibrium fabric in small areas of the shoulder and sides of the jacket for long periods. Increased use of the longer-lasting DWS Matrix fabric may have slightly diminished breathability and added some weight, but this would definitely
have improved its durability. A minor complaint. But it seems that Rab may have reduced the amount of fleece coating material in excess without adversely affecting performance, as the coating invariably catches and collects its base or middle layer. Of course, the great features of this jacket inevitably
come at a cost and result in a jacket of smooth than at 840g is significantly heavier than average. Finally, I would have preferred a few more color options. I'd like to have one in Deep (Poseidon) Blue. One color I understand was discontinued a few years ago. With a few small reserves, I would
recommend Rab's Vapour-Rise guide jacket to anyone on the market for a breathable, wind-resistant winter soft shell. Source: bought new price paid: paid: (US$164) (US$164)
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